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AUDIO INFORMATION FOR PEOPLE WITH PRINT DISABILITIES

mission statement

QNS

Queensland Narrating Service is a non-profit community
organisation that enables print-disabled people to exercise
their right to access desired information in audio formats
enabling them to enrich their lives and participate in
decisions that affect them. QNS operates in a fair and
responsible manner in our dealings with volunteers, staff,
funding providers, print-disabled agencies and the broader
community.

quality

QNS

The Queensland Narrating Service employs stringent processes which
ensure that the quality of QNS audio books continues to improve and meet
the high standards expected by readers and librarians.
Narrators are skilled and motivated people often with backgrounds in radio
broadcasting and acting who read books into audio format for cassette and
CD.
Consumers special needs are an important consideration:

QNS

QNS

•

All cassettes and CDs are clearly identifiable by introductions,
endings and tactile numbering

•

CDs are track marked at each chapter for easy navigation

•

All QNS audio books are complete and unabridged

A full record for each title is available on the Libraries Australia Database.
QNS audio books are available for purchase by individuals with a print
disability, agencies serving print disabled people and public libraries. People
with print disabilities are those who cannot obtain access to information in
a print format because they are blind or vision impaired, have physical
disabilities which limit their ability to hold or manipulate information in a
printed form, have perceptual or other disabilities which limit their ability to
follow a line of print or which affect their concentration, cannot comprehend
information in a print format due to insufficient literacy or language skill.
THIS CATALOGUE IS AVAILABLE IN AUDIO FORMAT ON REQUEST

Queensland Narrating Service is funded by
Disability Services Queensland
&
Department of Families, Community Services & Indigenous Affairs
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prices

Completed orders will be dealt with promptly and are usually despatched
within 8 weeks of receipt (this time-frame may vary depending on the size
of the order). All audio books are despatched freight-free. Please quote
catalogue numbers when ordering. You can download an Order Form from
the catalogues page on our website at http://www.connectqld.org.au/qns

replacement cassettes, cds and folders
We provide a fast and efficient replacement cassette, CD and presentation
folder service. We guarantee replacement cassettes and CDs will always be
available for any title ordered regardless of when first issued.
When ordering replacement cassettes, CDs or folders please quote the
QNS catalogue number, and the cassette or CD number to be replaced. The
catalogue number is located on the front cover of the audio book, ensure you
write “CD” after the catalogue number if you require a replacement CD.

sales
information

orders

sales
information

All prices quoted in this catalogue include GST, presentation folders with full
colour cover insert. Catalogue items are also available in standard plastic
cassette cases.

Replacement cassettes and CDs cost $6.60 each, GST included. Cassette
and CD presentation folders, complete with cover inserts, may be purchased
separately, prices available on request.

QNS books have been recorded for the sole use of people with print
disabilities. No unauthorised copying, broadcasting or public performance
of these recordings is permitted.

enquiries - please note new address details

sales
information

all rights reserved

Queensland Narrating Service, PO Box 6135, Fairfield Gardens Q 4103
(07) 3895 8555
(07) 3391 3716
qns@gil.com.au
http://www.connectqld.org.au/qns
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sales
information

Should you require more information on any of our titles, please don’t
hesitate to contact us. We welcome your comments and feedback on our
new look covers and recording quality and any title suggestions.

new cd & cassette
titles

new audio book titles - cd & cassette
DAISY has arrived at QNS
This catalogue sees the inclusion of our first DAISY
books. There are five titles.

Look out for the

BAILEY,
Sam & Jenny

Head Over Heels

new cd & cassette
titles

Genre: Adult Non-Fiction
6 cassettes $49.60
Cat. No. 3472

6 cds

Narrated by Pierce Bragg
$59.60
Cat. No. 3472CD

Sam Bailey wanted a life on the land just like his father. He had it all planned
- he’d finish his education, have a few years in the big wide world and then
return home to take the reins from his dad, get married and raise a family. His
own version of the Australian dream.
But when the car Sam was traveling in overturned on a lonely country road one
Sunday afternoon, leaving him a quadriplegic, Sam discovered that in a split
second your life can change forever, in ways that you had never imagined.
Head Over Heels is more than the story of how Sam conquered his disability
through sheer tenacity and the unstinting support of family, friends and doctors.
It is a captivating romance. The day Sam met Jenny, an ABC Rural journalist,
he discovered love can come from the most unexpected places and overcome
all boundaries.

BINGHAM,
Charlotte

new cd & cassette
titles

throughout the catalogue

In Distant Fields

Genre: Adult Fiction General
12 cassettes $94.20 Cat. No. 3501

Narrated by Margaret Nielsen
12 cds
$99.20 Cat. No. 3501CD

When Kitty is invited to stay with her friend Partita at Bauders Castle she
is sure she must refuse. Her mother, however, sees it as an undreamed-of
opportunity for her daughter to escape from the dark presence of her notorious
father, and pawns her engagement ring to enable her daughter to go. Partita’s
parents are enchanted by Kitty and she soon becomes part of their privileged
and glamorous lifestyle.
It seems that the family’s grand way of life is unassailable, but it is not. After
one last idyllic seaside holiday, war is declared. The young men cannot wait
to volunteer, while the girls go on nursing courses, and the castle becomes a
convalescent home. They are sure that the war will be over in a few weeks,
but once the wounded start arriving from the Front, the harsh reality of war
becomes clear to them all, none more so than Kitty and Partita.
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My Nine Lives

Genre: Autobiography
17 cassettes $137.20 Cat. No. 3503

1 DAISY CD

$80.00

17 cds

Narrated by Kaye Stevenson
$132.20 Cat. No. 3503CD

Cat No. 3503DAISY

Feisty, uncompromising and free-spirited, Diane Cilento won international
acclaim as an actress during the 1950s and 1960s. She was nominated for
an Oscar for her role as the seductive Molly in Tom Jones in 1963, around
which time she also gained celebrity status as the wife of Sean Connery, then
becoming famous as the iconic James Bond.
But these are only a few of the parts Diane has played. The twists and turns
of her extraordinary life took her from a privileged childhood in Queensland,
Australia, to Broadway, then to London in the Swinging Sixties. In this candid
memoir Diane revisits her rich but rebellious youth, an impetuous elopement
at the age of twenty-three, and her work with some of the biggest stars of
stage and screen. She also shares her ongoing search for self-expression
and spiritual fulfilment. Having turned her back on stardom in the 1980s,
she moved to Far North Queensland, where she built and still runs Karnak
Playhouse, a unique centre of the arts.
Diane Cilento’s beautifully written autobiography is a compelling account of a
life that sometimes seemed, even to her, like a dream.

CLARK,
Mary Higgins

No Place Like Home

Genre: Adult Fiction Thriller
10 cassettes $81.00 Cat. No. 3496

10 cds

Narrated by Pat Shipley
$86.00 Cat. No. 3496CD

cds are track marked for easy
navigation
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new cd & cassette
titles

To erase Liza’s past, her adoptive parents changed her name to Celia. At
age twenty-eight, a successful interior designer in Manhattan, Celia marries a
childless sixty-year old widower, Laurence Foster, and they have a son. Before
their marriage, she reveals to him her true identity. Two years later, on his
deathbed, he makes her swear never to tell anyone so that their son, Jack, will
not carry the stigma of her past.

new cd & cassette
titles

CILENTO,
Diane

new cd & cassette
titles

new audio book titles - cd & cassette

new cd & cassette
titles

CLEVEN,
Vivienne

Her Sister’s Eye

Genre: Aboriginal - Australiana

1 DAISY CD

Narrated by Kaye Stevenson

$80.00

Cat No. 3481DAISY

To the Aboriginal families of Mundra this saying brings either comfort or pain.
To Nana Vida it is what binds the generations. To the unwilling savant Archie
Corella it portends a fate too cruel to name. For Sophie Salte, whose woman’s
body and child’s mind make her easy prey, nothing matters while her sister
Murilla is there to watch over her.
For Murilla, fierce protector and unlikely friend to Caroline Drysdale, wife
of the town patriarch, what matters is survival. In a town with a history of
vigilante raids, missing persons and unsolved murders, survival can be all that
matters.

new cd & cassette
titles

The stories - of the camp, the boy and his snake, the shooting - told and passed
on, offer a release from the horrors of our past.

DENIGAN,
Kathleen

Norman Baird - a spark within

Genre: Aboriginal Biography

1 DAISY CD

Narrated by Caden Pearson

$80.00

Cat No. 3518DAISY

Norman Baird once wrote that he was prepared to advocate for the Kuku Yalanji
people as long as there was ‘a spark left within’.
As a young man Norman fought to defend the rights of Australians in World War I
only to come home and fight for his own freedom and that of his children. As an old
man and almost blind, Norman recorded an ancient language and preserved part of a
unique Australian culture.

new cd & cassette
titles

Norman’s story provides an opportunity to glimpse the history of Far North Queensland
- a shared history, and one that needs to be told so that common ground can be found
to strengthen and unite Australian communities.

DEVERAUX,
Jude

First Impressions

Genre: Adult Fiction Romance
10 cassettes $81.00 Cat. No. 3491

Narrated by Margaret Nielsen
10 cds
$86.00 Cat. No. 3491CD

Eden Palmer knows how to make it on her own. The forty-something single
mother has worked hard to raise her beloved daughter - now twenty-seven and
recently married. The offspring of a terrible event, Eden’s daughter, Melissa,
has long been the jewel of Eden’s life, the one for whom she would sacrifice
anything and everything. Torn between the desire to stay with her daughter
and the need to build a separate life on her own, Eden opts for some distance
and some much-needed perspective. But it’s not long before she realizes that
sometimes you have to go back before you can start over.
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Great Pioneer Women of
the Outback

Genre: Adult Non-Fiction Australiana

$80.00

Cat No. 3486DAISY

From the 1800s to the onset of World War I, pioneers making their homes in
outback Australia were joined by their wives, many of whom had no idea of the
difficulties and dangers ahead.

GEDDES,
Margaret

Blood, Sweat and Tears

Genre: Adult Non-Fiction Australiana
14 cassettes $107.40 Cat. No. 3483

Narrated by Geoff Bartholomew
14 cds
$112.40 Cat. No. 3483CD

Blood, Sweat and Tears brings together the first-hand accounts of more than
seventy-five ordinary Australians who did extraordinary things during World
War II. Prisoners of war, airmen, nurses, land girls, internees, school children,
soldiers, sailors, and volunteers of every description share their memories of a
time of horror, tragedy, love and excitement.

GRIFFIN,
W.E.B.

The Hostage

Genre: Adult Fiction Action
18 cassettes $143.80 Cat. No. 3489

18 cds

Narrated by Bill Sheehy
$138.80
Cat. No. 3489CD

Major Charley Castillo, hero of By Order of the President, once again faces
international political intrigue.

A scandal is looming, for her brother is a man deeply embroiled in the UN-Iraq
oil-for-food controversy. A fortune is at stake - and there are people involved
who don’t care how many lives are lost in pursuing it.....

all titles can be produced in MP3
CD format which are playable in
MP3 & DAISY players
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new cd & cassette
titles

A diplomat’s wife has been kidnapped in Argentina. Relying on Castillo’s
discretion, the President turns to him with the order to investigate the matter
- and to do it quietly. But then her husband is murdered before her eyes, and
she is presented with an appalling threat: unless she reveals the location of her
brother, her children will be next.

new cd & cassette
titles

1 DAISY CD

Narrated by Kaye Stevenson

new cd & cassette
titles

DE VRIES,
Susanna

new cd & cassette
titles

HOULDSWORTH,
Marion

Red Dust Rising

Genre: Adult Non-Fiction Australiana
9 cassettes $74.40 Cat. No. 3441

9 cds

Narrated by Dornell Wylie
$79.40
Cat. No. 3441CD

This is the story of Ray’s ‘making something worthwhile’ of Urapunga, a rundown property on the Roper River. After years of ‘reaching up to touch bottom’,
rough living and hard work, of learning to live in harmony with the tribal
Aborigines, of coping with crocodiles in the rivers, diseases among his stock,
and of being cut off in the Wet for months at a time, he could at last begin to
feel he was ‘getting his head above water’. Then came the cattle crash of the
1970s. How Ray faced and overcame this challenge and succeeded in making
Urapunga a valuable property is part of this gripping story of a man pitting
physical strength, integrity and principles, against the odds.
Told with humour in Ray Fryer’s own words, this is a great yarn.

new cd & cassette
titles

JOSE,
Nicholas

Paper Nautilus

Genre: Young Adult Fiction
4 cassettes $36.40 Cat. No. 3502

Narrated by Barbara Duncan
$46.40
Cat. No. 3502CD

In a small town on the Australian coast Penny grows up to marry the boy who
has waited for her. Few know the truth about her birth. Her uncle Jack is one,
for he shared with her father not only his childhood but also the horror of their
wartime experience. Jack and Penny’s special bond is as rare and precious as
the beautiful nautilus shell they find washed up on the beach - entwined with
its history are the secrets of their past and the tenacious passions of the other
people who have had a stake in their lives.

LEYLAND,
Mike

My Life as a Leyland Brother

Genre: Autobriography
12 cassettes $94.20 Cat. No. 3445

new cd & cassette
titles

4 cds

12 cds

Narrated by Barry Nielsen
$99.20 Cat. No. 3445CD

Revealed here for the first time is the inside story of life as a ‘Leyland Brother’,
from modest beginnings as the children of British migrants, to success in the
world of documentary making, and then the collapse of a dream world and
a family divided. My Life as a Leyland Brother chronicles Mike’s part in the
challenges and triumphs of the Leyland Brothers and includes many previously
unpublished photographs. It is a landmark in the history of Australian popular
culture.

a list of forthcoming titles can be
found at the back of the catalogue
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Genre: Adult Non-Fiction Australiana
9 cassettes $94.40 Cat. No. 3490

9 cds

Narrated by Clem Fechner
$99.40 Cat. No. 3490CD

What would it be like to stand in the dock at your own murder trial and to
realise that the jury cannot hear even a shred of the evidence?
What became of Marjorie Norval, the attractive social secretary to the wife of
a Queensland premier, who disappeared under mysterious circumstances in
the 1930’s.
What could drive a man to murder and crucify his own children while chanting
religious texts from the Bible?
These and many more startling questions from Australia’s hair-raising past are
examined in this stunning new book by leading Australian true crime writer, Dr
Tony Matthews.

McBAIN,
Ed

Fiddlers

Genre: Adult Fiction Mystery
5 cassettes $43.00 Cat. No. 3487

5 cds

Narrated by Pierce Bragg
$53.00
Cat. No. 3487CD

It started with the blind violinist - shot twice through the head at point-blank
range in the alley outside his dingy restaurant. But it’s only when the omelette
lady gets shot with the same gun in the same way twenty-four hours later that
the 87th Precinct really start to sit up and take notice.
But Steve Carella and the boys at the 87th Precinct always seem to be one
step behind the killer and can do nothing to prevent the death toll rising. The
trouble is, while the gun is the same, none of the victims seem to be related
in any way. And why is the killer heard to introduce himself as ‘Chuck’ before
pumping two bullets into their bodies?
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new cd & cassette
titles

all titles are available in
audio cassette, cd & mp3

new cd & cassette
titles

Murder & Misadventure

new cd & cassette
titles

MATTHEWS,
Tony

new cd & cassette
titles
new cd & cassette
titles
new cd & cassette
titles

OLDFIELD,
Pamela

Intricate Liaisons

Genre: Adult Fiction Romance
7 cassettes $56.20 Cat. No. 3473

7 cds

Narrated by Anne Fermer
$66.20
Cat. No. 3473CD

Delighted as she is with married life, Harriet has not cocooned herself away
from the real world - she is still involved in running the local workhouse and is
particularly concerned about former inmate Daisy Pritty. After leaving prison,
where she gave birth, Daisy is threatening to run off to London, and Harriet
fears she may end up on the streets.
All Godfrey has done is to offer Amelia financial assistance after her husband
discovered her ex-lover’s old letters and threw her out - but Amelia wants
more, and when she turns up at their house to claim Godfrey, Harriet is terrified
- does Amelia really have the power to destroy her marriage.....?

PEMBERTON,
Margaret

Unforgettable Days

Genre: Adult Fiction General
11 cassettes $87.60 Cat. No. 3477

11 cds

Narrated by Dale Heidenreich
$92.60
Cat. No. 3477CD

Abbra, Serena and Gabrielle: three young women with nothing in common
except the Vietnam war.
Unforgettable Days is their story - a powerfully moving novel of love and
friendship, triumphing over the anguish of loss.
When their husbands go missing, the three girls must draw on all their courage
simply to keep going. They pursue their lives with a determination borne of
need, but when chance brings them together, they find strength in their new
friendship, which carries them through despair into hope. Together they set out
for Vietnam to find the men they loved - and find themselves.

listen to an audio sample of our
narrators on the
QNS web site
www.connectqld.org.au/qns
select catalogue from the menu
then choose Listen to a Narrator
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We’ll Sing at Dawn

Genre: Adult Fiction General
11 cassettes $87.60 Cat. No. 3499

11 cds

Narrated by Kerry Gallimore
$92.60 Cat. No. 3499CD

As a German bomber pilot releases his deadly load overhead, the residents
of Hornsey Road are singing their hearts out. Sheltering in a disused piano
factory, men, women and children gather round Beth Shanks, who is belting
out old favourites on an abandoned piano. As they lose themselves in ‘Run,
Rabbit, Run’ and ‘Knees Up, Muvver Brown’, the locals can briefly forget the
damage being wrought in the streets above.

PINNEY,
Estelle

new cd & cassette
titles

PEMBERTON,
Victor

Genre: Australiana
13 cassettes $100.80

Cat. No. 3493

1 DAISY CD

$80.00

13 cds

Narrated by Kaye Stevenson
$105.80 Cat. No. 3493CD

Cat No. 3493DAISY

Lovely Belle, the youngest, a talented singer and dancer, tours with a
vaudeville troupe as they follow the rodeos and shows of western Queensland.
On the romance front, she’s being pursued by handsome local Greek Nicos
Alexandros, owner of the swankiest cafe in town. But will she choose marriage
with Nicos or a life on the stage?
Molly reigns as head cook at King’s Hotel, and can whip up any stylish gown
down to the last bugle bead. However, happiness with her sweetheart Fred is
threatened by a terrible twist of fate. Josie, the eldest, has bookish ambitions
and a strong spirit, which will be tested to the full when her life takes an
unexpected turn.

all titles are available for
Audio-Read
please contact QNS
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new cd & cassette
titles

This heart-warming and colourful novel about the power of dreams brings to
life Australia’s exotic far north of days gone by, with its vibrant mix of cultures
and personalities. House on the Hill follows three sisters’ joys and heartbreaks
- and the difficult choices they have to make that change their lives forever.

new cd & cassette
titles

House on the Hill

new cd & cassette
titles

PYNE,
Stephen

The Still-Burning Bush

Genre: Adult Non-Fiction
4 cassettes $36.40 Cat. No. 3507

The Still-Burning Bush traces the environmental and social significance of the
use of fire to shape the environment through Australian history, beginning with
Aboriginal usage, and the subsequent passing of the firestick to rural colonists
and then to foresters. Each transfer kindled public debate not only over
suitable fire practices but also about how Australians should live on the land. It
has been a continuing argument between city and country; between greenies
and ecologists and farmers and loggers; between those who live off the land
and those who visit; and between those who believe bushfire is ultimately an
expression of a nature beyond human contrivance and those who believe
humanity can, for good or ill, profoundly alter fire’s regimes.

new cd & cassette
titles

The Still-Burning Bush is a profound and beautifully written account of the
complexities involved in understanding how fire has shaped our cultural and
political landscape, as well as the landscape of the Australian bush.

SAVAGE,
Les

The Devil’s Corral

Genre: Adult Fiction Western
7 cassettes $56.20 Cat. No. 3498

7 cds

Narrated by Bill Sheehy
$66.20 Cat. No. 3498CD

The Devil in “The Devil’s Corral” is a recalcitrant horse that has refused all
efforts to ride him. Devil is responsible for putting Ed Ketland in the hospital
and also for Ed’s newly acquired phobia of riding any horse.

STAPLES,
Mary Jane

Out of the Shadows

Genre: Adult Fiction General
8 cassettes $62.80 Cat. No. 3469

new cd & cassette
titles

Narrated by Geoff Bartholomew
4 cds
$46.40 Cat. No. 3507CD

8 cds

Narrated by Lyn Ellison
$72.80 Cat. No. 3469CD

Times move on for the Adams family in south London, and as business
prospers, there are new worries to deal with. A young woman arrives who is
intent on ruining Sammy Adam’s winter fashion show, and Sammy must cope
with her unwelcome attention.
Boots has to find a solution when one of his female employees tells him about
a sinister visitor, but he doesn’t realise that his family is being observed.

all QNS titles are unabridged
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Genre: Adult Fiction Romance
9 cassettes $74.40 Cat. No. 3492

9 cds

Narrated by Barbara Duncan
$79.40
Cat. No. 3492CD

Ella Dryden has always lived in London’s East End. It’s 1952, and her husband
Dennis wants to take her and their two children to live in Epsom in Surrey. But
the move will leave her at the mercy of Dennis’s erratic behavior, his beatings
and his shady financial dealings. Ella decides not to go with him, and learning
that Dennis has got another woman pregnant confirms her decision. But staying
in the East End, Ella has to make changes: she finds a job and makes the best
of herself, and is asked out by Sam. Meanwhile, Dennis is not the same man
he once was. Ella is the woman he first fell in love with and he wants her back.
But will she have him?

WALLACE,
Lennie

The Battlers of Butcher’s Hill

Genre: Adult Non-Fiction Australiana
6 cassettes $49.60 Cat. No. 3497

6 cds

Narrated by Dornell Wylie
$59.60 Cat. No. 3497CD

Butcher’s Hill or Lakeland is about halfway between Cooktown and Laura in
the centre of the Cape York Peninsula. This history is a celebration of the
explorers, settlers, battlers and dreamers who struggled against adversity to
develop this region. It is an inspiring saga that will make Queenslanders proud
of their heritage of more than 150 years.
Historian Lennie Wallace has a gift for telling human, all too human stories.
She evokes the booming heyday of Cooktown and the Palmer and Hodgkinson
Goldfields from 1874-1887. But her first love belongs to the rugged families
of Butcher’s Hill who helped to found the cattle industry of the Cape York
Peninsula: the Earls, RL Jack and JS Love, the Wallaces and the Marstersons
mustered the valleys and the ranges from the 1870s to the 1960s. From 1968
to today the author hails the new agricultural dreams of Clive Foyster and Cyril
Anderson.

The Murrumbidgee Kid

Genre: Adult Non-Fiction Australiana
11 cassettes $87.60 Cat. No. 3508

Narrated by Barbara Duncan
11 cds
$92.60 Cat. No. 3580CD

Belle longs for her young son, Teddy, to achieve the success that eluded her
on the stage and screen. Determined to pursue this dream, she abandons her
devoted husband and their Murrumbidgee River home for a more vibrant city
life. But Belle’s obsession leads her and Teddy - whom the press christens ‘the
Murrumbidgee Kid’ - into a world where nothing is safe or familiar. And from
her carefully hidden past a threat soon emerges to make their precarious lives
even more vulnerable....
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new cd & cassette
titles

YELDHAM,
Peter

new cd & cassette
titles

Wheeling and Dealing

new cd & cassette
titles

WAITE,
Elizabeth

forthcoming
titles

to order any of our new
cassette, cd, mp3 or daisy titles
or best seller titles please use the
order form inserts provided

forthcoming
titles

forthcoming titles
Beside the River
by Sally Graham
Valley of the White Gold
by Tony Parsons

Slow River
by Steve Strevens
She May Not Leave
byFay Weldon

forthcoming
titles

Margaret Whitlam

by Susan Mitchell
Between the Flags
edited by Ed Jaggard
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